
Price Code Description
Customer 

Count
Date 

Implemented Units
Total Charges  
1 April 2015

Total Charges  
1 April 2016

Un-metered
F-C-U02 Un-metered supply fixed charge (streetlighting only)  4 1/04/2011  $/day $0.0473 $0.0500
E-C-U01 Un-metered supply (other than streetlighting) variable charge  145 1/04/2011  $/kWh $0.1300 $0.1350
E-C-U02 Un-metered streetlighting variable charge (night hours table) 1/04/2011  $/kWh $0.1300 $0.1350
E-C-U03 Un-metered streetlighting variable charge (data logger)  -   1/04/2011  $/kWh $0.1300 $0.1350

Temporary Supply
F-C-T1P Temporary Builders Supply, single phase fixed charge  1 1/04/2007  $/day $1.5020 $1.5750
E-C-T1P-24UC Temporary Builders Supply, single phase anytime variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.1280 $0.1340

Residential (up to 1 or 2 phase 60 amps or 3 phase 40 amps)
F-C-CH1 Low fixed charge, fixed charge  2,584 1/04/2007  $/day $0.1500 $0.1500
E-C-CH1-24UC Low fixed charge, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.1720 $0.1810
E-C-CH1-AICO Low fixed charge, all inclusive variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.1452 $0.1550
E-C-CH1-CTRL Low fixed charge, controlled variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.1050 $0.1160
E-C-CH1-NITE Low fixed charge, night variable charge     1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0430 $0.0720
E-C-CH1-CTUD Low fixed charge, day variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.2270 $0.2280
E-C-CH1-DGEN Low fixed charge, distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000

F-C-CH2R Standard, fixed charge  3,429 1/04/2013  $/day $1.4300 $1.4000
E-C-CH2R-24UC Standard, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1140 $0.1240
E-C-CH2R-AICO Standard, all inclusive variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0870 $0.0980
E-C-CH2R-CTRL Standard, controlled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0465 $0.0590
E-C-CH2R-NITE Standard, night variable charge     1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0290 $0.0500
E-C-CH2R-CTUD Standard, day variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1500 $0.1560
E-C-CH2R-DGEN Standard, distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000

General (up to 1 or 2 phase 60 amps or 3 phase 20 amps)
F-C-CH2L Low user, fixed charge  1,599 1/04/2013  $/day $1.5000 $1.6500
E-C-CH2L-24UC Low user, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1060 $0.1030
E-C-CH2L-AICO Low user, all inclusive variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0860 Closed
E-C-CH2L-CTRL Low user, controlled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0570 $0.0520
E-C-CH2L-NITE Low user, night variable charge     1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0270 $0.0410
E-C-CH2L-CTUD Low user, day variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1400 $0.1300
E-C-CH2L-DGEN Low user, distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000
E-C-CH2L-TAIC Low user, TOU meter, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1060 $0.1030

F-C-CH2H High user, fixed charge  538 1/04/2013  $/day $1.3000 $1.4000
E-C-CH2H-24UC High user, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1180 $0.1185
E-C-CH2H-AICO High user, all inclusive variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0980 Closed
E-C-CH2H-CTRL High user, controlled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0690 $0.0680
E-C-CH2H-NITE High user, night variable charge     1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0300 $0.0470
E-C-CH2H-CTUD High user, day variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1560 $0.1490
E-C-CH2H-DGEN High user, distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000
E-C-CH2H-TAIC High user, TOU meter, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1180 $0.1185

Distributed Generation (up to 1 or 2 phase 60 amps or 3 phase 40 amps)
F-C-CH1G Low fixed charge, fixed charge  -   1/04/2016  $/day $0.1500

E-C-CH1G-24UC Low fixed charge, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2016  $/kWh $0.2120

E-C-CH1G-AICO Low fixed charge, all inclusive variable charge 1/04/2016  $/kWh $0.1860

E-C-CH1G-DGEN Low fixed charge, distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2016  $/kWh $0.0000

F-C-CH2G Standard, fixed charge  -   1/04/2016  $/day $2.0800

E-C-CH2G-24UC Standard, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2016  $/kWh $0.1240

E-C-CH2G-AICO Standard, all inclusive variable charge 1/04/2016  $/kWh $0.0980

E-C-CH2G-DGEN Standard, distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2016  $/kWh $0.0000

Designated Irrigator (up to 276 kVA)
F-C-CH2I Irrigator, fixed charge  73 1/04/2013  $/day $3.0000 $5.0000
E-C-CH2I-24UC Irrigator, uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1100 $0.1040
E-C-CH2I-CTRL Irrigator, controlled variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0770 $0.0700
E-C-CH2I-NITE Irrigator, night variable charge     1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.0280 $0.0340
E-C-CH2I-CTUD Irrigator, day variable charge 1/04/2013  $/kWh $0.1450 $0.1420
E-C-CH2I-DGEN Irrigator, distributed generation export varaible charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000
E-C-CH2I-KVAR Irrigator, TOU meter, Power Factor charge 1/04/2013  $/kVAr/month $7.7500 $7.7500
E-C-CH2I-SOPD Irrigator, TOU meter, Summer On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2013  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH2I-WOPD Irrigator, TOU meter, Winter On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2013  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH2I-DMND Irrigator, TOU meter, AMD charge 1/04/2013  $/kW/month $5.7500 $6.7500

Commercial (greater than 1 or 2 phase 60 amps or 3 phase 20 amps)
F-C-CH3 Fixed charge <= 69 kVA  65 1/04/2007  $/day $6.5000 $5.0000
E-C-CH3-24UC Uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.1060 $0.1160
E-C-CH3-CTRL Controlled variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0710 $0.0810
E-C-CH3-NITE Night variable charge     1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0270 $0.0460
E-C-CH3-CTUD Day variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.1450 $0.1510
E-C-CH3-DGEN Distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000
E-C-CH3-KVAR TOU meter, Power Factor charge 1/04/2011  $/kVAr/month $7.7500 $7.7500
E-C-CH3-SOPD TOU meter, Summer On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH3-WOPD TOU meter, Winter On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH3-DMND TOU meter, AMD charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $5.7500 $6.7500

F-C-CH4 Fixed charge > 69 kVA and <= 138 kVA  25 1/04/2007  $/day $32.0000 $29.0000
E-C-CH4-24UC Uncontrolled variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0580 $0.0680
E-C-CH4-CTRL Controlled variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0230 $0.0360
E-C-CH4-NITE Night variable charge     1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0150 $0.0270
E-C-CH4-CTUD Day variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0760 $0.0860
E-C-CH4-DGEN Distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000
E-C-CH4-KVAR TOU meter, Power Factor charge 1/04/2011  $/kVAr/month $7.7500 $7.7500
E-C-CH4-SOPD TOU meter, Summer On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH4-WOPD TOU meter, Winter On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000

E-C-CH4-DMND TOU meter, AMD charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $5.7500 $6.7500
F-C-CH5 Fixed charge > 138 kVA and <= 276 kVA  9 1/04/2007  $/day $47.5000 $45.0000
E-C-CH5-KVAR Power Factor charge 1/04/2011  $/kVAr/month $7.7500 $7.7500
E-C-CH5-SOPD Summer On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH5-WOPD Winter On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH5-DMND AMD charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $4.0500 $4.8000

E-C-CH5-DGEN Distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000
E-C-CH5-DEFT Default variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0760 $0.0850
F-C-CH6 Fixed charge > 276 kVA and <= 435 kVA  2 1/04/2007  $/day $62.5000 $60.0000
E-C-CH6-KVAR Power Factor charge 1/04/2011  $/kVAr/month $7.7500 $7.7500
E-C-CH6-SOPD Summer On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH6-WOPD Winter On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CH6-DMND AMD charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $4.0500 $4.8000
E-C-CH6-DEFT Default variable charge 1/04/2007  $/kWh $0.0760 $0.0850

Large Commercial (greater than 435 kVA)
F-C-CH7 Fixed Charge > 435 kVA  -   1/04/2007  $/day $72.5000 $62.5000
F-C-CH8 Fixed Charge > 554 kVA  1 1/04/2007  $/day $79.5000 $79.5000
F-C-CH9 Fixed Charge > 692 kVA  -   1/04/2007  $/day $89.5000 $89.5000
F-C-CH10 Fixed Charge > 866 kVA  -   1/04/2007  $/day $89.5000 $89.5000
F-C-CH11 Fixed Charge > 1039 kVA  1 1/04/2007  $/day $89.5000 $89.5000
F-C-CH12 Fixed Charge, Individually assessed  1 1/04/2007  $/day $495.0000 $495.0000

For all Price Categories of CH7 and above the variable charges are the same. The Price Code uses the format stated below with the particular price category inserted.

E-C-CHxx-KVAR Power Factor charge 1/04/2012  $/kVAr/month $7.7500 $7.7500
E-C-CHxx-SOPD Summer On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CHxx-WOPD Winter On Peak Demand charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $9.9500 $10.5000
E-C-CHxx-DMND AMD charge 1/04/2007  $/kW/month $4.0500 $4.2500
E-C-CHxx-DEFT Default variable charge 1/04/2012  $/kWh $0.0760 $0.0850
E-C-CHxx-DGEN Distributed generation export variable charge 1/04/2014  $/kWh $0.0000 $0.0000

CENTRALINES ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION DELIVERY PRICES
EFFECTIVE 1 APRIL 2016

Disclosure pursuant to the Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012. Centralines is responsible 
for the design, development and maintenance of the electricity lines network that delivers power to homes and 
businesses in the Central Hawke’s Bay region. Centralines electricity delivery charges are a component of the total 
charges which appear on your electricity retailer invoice. For further information please refer to the Centralines Pricing 
Schedule on the Centralines website.  

www.centralines.co.nz/publications

Notes 

1. All price categories, with the exception of U01, include a fixed daily 
charge and one or more variable charge.  The variable charges 
that apply to your connection are dictated by the type of meter and 
metering configuration.

2. On Peak Demand (OPD) is the kW’s delivered over the half hour period 
of maximum consumption between the hours of 7am and 11am, and 
5pm and 9pm on a working day.

3. Summer is the period 1 October to 30 April, Winter is the period 1 May 
to 30 September

4. Anytime Maximum Demand (AMD) is the kW’s delivered over the half 
hour period of maximum consumption during the month to which the 
charges apply.

5. The kVAr amount represents twice the largest difference between the 
kVArh amount recorded in any one half hour period and one third of the 
kWh recorded in the same half hour period. The charge is applicable 
only during working days, between 7am and 9pm.

6. Day (CTUD) is the period between the hours of 7am to 11pm and Night 
(NITE) is between 11pm and 7am.

7. Transmission charges due to be paid during the 2016-17 year 
represent 21% of the total revenue forecast through these prices. 
Transmission charges in the 2015-16 year will represent 22% of the 
total forecast revenue for this period.

8. All prices as stated are GST exclusive


